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OUR AIMS ARE:
1. To create an ethos which is happy, caring and free from the anxiety of bullying
or racial/sexual harassment.
2. To create a feeling of security and safety equally for all our children
3. To value and respect each child as an individual and to develop each child’s
confidence and self esteem.
4. To develop each child’s understanding and regard for the rights and beliefs of
others, and a concern for the environment and for the world we live in, in
order that they develop as a considerate, well mannered, informed, positive
and active citizens.
Therefore we aim to create a consistent approach to discipline that supports our
school aims and ethos. We believe that discipline is leading, guiding,
encouraging and instructing children within a framework of rights,
responsibilities and rules.
All staff are responsible for overseeing behaviour in school, not just in their own
class or area.
We encourage self-discipline
We aim to build self esteem
We encourage children to value each other
We encourage kindness, courtesy and politeness
We encourage respect for others and respect for property and the environment
HOW WE ENCOURAGE GOOD BEHAVIOUR
We believe that we should act as role models.
We encourage good behaviour by positive means. Our emphasis is on the
affirmation of good behaviour which we seek to achieve in a variety of ways
suited to the situation: praise and rewards – from verbal and written praise, house
points, responsibility, to sharing achievement in assembly and with others.
We aim to create the least stressful, most positive environment for learning
through decisive approaches which will direct the pupil back to the task quickly,
fairly and positively. A positive classroom tone is created so that the self esteem
of the children is maximised and effective learning can take place.

We encourage good behaviour by taking PREVENTATIVE action:
our classrooms are aesthetically pleasing
we have appropriate materials easily accessible
we have appropriate seating arrangements
we provide a differentiated curriculum
we provide a stimulating environment in which children are challenged
we communicate clear expectations
we encourage children’s participation in decision making; e.g. School Council,
suggestion box, discussing club choices, work choices in classrooms, play choices
in the playground
we promote children’s ownership of the classroom environment, for example by
giving responsibility – monitors for areas and equipment such as library and
computer, also the Infants milk, glue, water, scissors monitors who change
weekly; KS1 register monitors, in the Nursery special helpers that change daily
we encourage an awareness of safety in the classroom
we encourage the use of the library at lunch times and have lunch time clubs
we have monitors who model good behaviour
we have a buddying system so that older children help our younger ones
we have peer pairing – a peer models good behaviour and acts as a guide
as role models and through the curriculum and our ethos we help children learn
social skills
circle time to discuss issues
All children have a Hand of Support
we have defined playground areas and play equipment which we continue to
develop with new ideas for games and new equipment
we have consistency in school rules
We have a clear discipline plan:
In consultation with children we develop positive rules and explain/discuss
reasons for rules. We discuss logical consequences of rule breaking. Some rules
vary between classes depending on age and circumstances.
Each child has a right to enjoy being part of the school community and to enjoy
this right he/she needs to take on the responsibility to use the school rules.
CONSISTENCY IN SCHOOL RULES
We have rules that we expect to be followed by all the children:
1. Treat one another kindly with respect; no bullying of any kind – see
Bullying Policy
2. Walk around the school quietly -no running or shouting
3. Respect each other’s personal space - no rough behaviour
4. Leave unsafe ‘toys’ at home – which includes hard leather footballs
5. Respect each other’s property

WHAT HAPPENS IF CHILDREN DO NOT CONFORM?
If children do not conform we take CORRECTIVE ACTION or measures to remind
children of their responsibility to behave appropriately:
tactical ignoring - to reinforce on task behaviour. The teacher gives no direct eye
contact for inappropriate behaviour but indicates disapproval in another most
appropriate way
privately understood signal - non verbal cues, maybe eye contact or a private hand
signal between teacher and child
simple direction - use respectful language accompanied by please and thank you
positive reinforcement - pick up on appropriate behaviour and acknowledge it
question and feedback - 3 w’s – What are you doing? What should you be doing?
What are you going to do about it?
rule reminders - simply re-state the rule, do not get caught up in a discussion
blocking – state a direction repetitively
simple choices – give a choice that puts the responsibility back onto the child
isolation from peers - give a choice to work quietly or move from the group or go to
a parallel class for a short period
denial of privilege - such as playtime, to e.g. carry out the task not done in the lesson
time out at dinner time outside the Head’s office to reflect upon their actions in
relation to others
time in classrooms at dinner time or break time to carry out work that was not carried
out in lesson time due to time wasting
homework – involvement of Head and parents (Home/School Agreement) for support
in cases where children are persistently not handing in homework
Children know that unacceptable behaviour has consequences - see APPENDIX A
for examples of possible consequences.
If children do not conform we also take REPARATIVE ACTION;
We encourage children to take full role in repairing and rebuilding relationships in
school as well as take responsibility for repairing or replacing broken equipment.
Reparative action takes the following forms:
write a letter of apology
talk through the problem with class teacher/head – what should he/she have done?
What would he/she do differently next time?
carry out a school task by way of reparation
make a donation towards an item
If a child is very disruptive: an adult or another child is asked to send for the Head
who will remove the child from the classroom/playground for time out. No child
should ever be left outside the classroom door. In the absence of the Head, the child
is taken to the Deputy’s classroom or Assistant Head by a classroom assistant or a
responsible adult.

The child’s parents/carers are involved and the Chair of Governors informed. A
home/school behaviour monitoring ‘book’/sheet/contract may be initiated.
A contract means that the child and teacher agree on improving an aspect of
behaviour and an appropriate reward for the improvement.
the educational psychologist or outreach support worker (The Education Support
Centre) may be involved.
A child will be excluded if he/she is deemed to be a danger to themselves and/or
others around them.
We believe that often inappropriate behaviour arises because of poor self-image,
possibly because a child is not succeeding socially or academically. At Sheredes we
use many ways of promoting self-esteem: APPENDIX B
We also believe that problems occur in the playground when children feel they have
‘nothing to do’. We therefore continually try to improve play opportunities for our
children e.g. one PE lesson every half term may be devoted to the teaching of
playground games. More equipment is being provided. A log is made of all serious
incidents and actions taken.
BEHAVIOUR MANAGEMENT AT LUNCHTIME
1. there should be access to play materials at lunchtime e.g. sponge balls for football,
skipping ropes. We are developing the range of games and equipment that our
children may use. The children are allowed to use the school library but are
expected to behave sensibly.
2. When inappropriate behaviour causes concern to the midday assistants, it should
be reported to the SA and member of teaching staff on duty. This is usually the
head teacher or senior manager.
3. The incident should always be reported to the class teacher at the end of the lunch
break, even if it has been dealt with satisfactorily, because it may be indicative of
a wider pattern of behaviour of which the class teacher will be aware.

HOW WE MEASURE OUR SUCCESS
We measure our success by:
having a quiet working environment where children are happy and where effective
learning is taking place
children moving about the school in a quiet controlled way – no running or over-loud
voices
children being polite to one another and to the staff and to visitors
favourable comments from visitors both in the school and outside
children showing self-discipline

Ways of Promoting Self Esteem in Children



Giving time to individuals.



Listening.



Giving positive feedback when marking work (and at other times).



Using pupil’s names (correctly).



Smiling.



Letting the children know you want to be with them.



Ownership through collaboration.



Displaying work.



Making an “achievements” wall.



Rewards to show approval.



Praising (but not inappropriately).



Passing on praise from others.



Valuing all contributions/showing respect.



Ensuring equality of opportunity.



Encouraging/enabling children to support, help and praise each other.



Giving children genuine responsibility.



Saying “thank you”.



Admitting when you are wrong – showing that it is OK to make mistakes.



Helping all children to be aware of their assets.



Giving opportunities for success.



High staff self esteem.

